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To the General Court of Massachusetts.

By chapter 54 of the Resolves of 1954, the Metropolitan
District Commission was authorized and directed to make
a comprehensive investigation and study of the advisability
and feasibility of constructing, as a part of the Metropolitan
Water System, extensions of its water-distributing mains
into the cities and towns of Plymouth and Bristol counties,
and of furnishing water to said cities and towns in order that
they may be insured an adequate supply of water.

Under a partial report on this matter dated December 29,
Document No. 615 of 1955, it
a comprehensive investigation
studies be made of the follow-

1954, and printed as Senate
was pointed out that such
would require that complete
ing independent problems:

Study No. 1. Supplying all of the communities with their total
water supply

Study No. 2. Supplying all of the communities with the portion of
their water supply that they cannot supply with their
present source;

Study No. 3. Supplying only some of the communities with their
total water supply

Study No. 4. Supplying only some of the communities with a por-
tion of their supply

The report in Senate Document No. 615 was partial and
in the nature of a progress report. An extension of time was
requested so that a more complete study could be made

C&e Commontocalti) of s^asaaclnisetts
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covering the various portions of the problem, and also so
that a careful investigation could be made of the effect that
delivering such water would have on the existing Metro-
politan Water System and also upon the existing Metro-
politan District sources of supply. The portion of the
report in Senate Document No. 615 applied only to the
subject matter of Study No. 1, supplying all of the com-
munities with their total water supply. This portion of the
report includes information relative to the questions of the
effect upon the existing system and the existing sources of
supply, as well as the results of Studies Nos. 2, 3 and 4,
enumerated above.

The 1952 water supply demand for the southeastern
Massachusetts area was computed to be 58 mgd, and the
estimated demand for the year 1990 is 90 mgd. If the en-
tire supply was to be furnished to the area it is estimated
on the basis of probable construction progress that 50 per
cent of the demand would probably be required from the
Metropolitan system by the year 1960, and an increased
percentage yearly thereafter as construction of facilities
continues until 100 per cent of the demand would be fur-
nished to the area by the year 1965. This would result in
a demand on the District sources of 330 mgd in the year
1964. This equals the total yield of the present Metro-
politan sources, that is, Quabbin and Wachusett reservoirs,
and in order to meet these demands it will be necessary to
increase the sources of supply of the District by the year
1964.

The most economical and practical next step in the ex-
pansion of Metropolitan District Commission sources for
water would be to utilize the water from Millers River near
Athol, Massachusetts. It is apparent that supplying the
total water needs of the southeastern Massachusetts area
would require the coincidental development of the Millers
River as a source of supply.

A detailed study of this matter indicates that a yield of
189 mgd could be developed from the Millers River from a
drainage area of 272 square miles. This yield, together with
the safe yield of Quabbin and Wachusett Reservoirs, would
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increase the total yield to 519 mgd. The Millers River
Watershed, comprising 272 square miles, consists of Lake
Rohunta (formerly called Eaglesville), the Upper Millers
River above Athol and a portion of the Tally River areas,
and includes twelve towns in Massachusetts and five towns
in New Hampshire. An outline of this area is shown on
Accession 56567. Portions of the drainage area includes
streams which are considered in Class “C” as far as water
sanitation is concerned, and in local areas portions of the
streams fall into Class “E. ” In order to properly develop
this as a safe water supply source it will be necessary to
construct a sewer to intercept the effluent from treatment
plants and to provide for the proper sanitary protection of
this water which would be obtained from Millers River.
With such necessary construction the classification of this
stream could be raised to Class “A. ” It would cost approx-
imately 25 million dollars, exclusive of engineering, land
costs and legal fees, to carry out the construction necessary
to develop the total Millers River drainage area, and it
would require about thirteen years to construct.

The total estimated yield with the above development
would be 519 mgd. However, the estimated total demand
in the year 1990, including the southeastern Massachusetts
area, would be 420 mgd, so that the complete development
of the Millers River supply would not be necessary in order
to satisfy the water requirements including this area in the
year 1990. An analysis of this matter indicates that the
development of approximately 220 square miles of drainage
area would satisfy the needs, and limiting the new develop-
ment to this area would not require including Tully River
drainage area at this time, which would eliminate the need
for modification in the flood control construction now exist-
ing on the Tully River. The estimated cost for the develop-
ment of an additional 90 mgd source of supply from the
Millers River to satisfy the needs of the southeastern Massa-
chusetts area until the year 1990 is $16,075,000. The fol-
lowing table, No. 1, is a breakdown of the cost:
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Table No. 1. Estimated Construction Costs required by Year 1990 for
Millers River Watershed Diversion.

1. Construct a diversion dam, Athol, approximately 50' . 11,330,000
2. Construct 2fi miles of \\ l / 2 tunnel and 2 shafts . . 4,650,000

Tunnel at $288.75 per L. F
Shafts at $2430. per L. F.

3. Construct 1% miles of 11cut-and-coveraqueduct at
$2OO per L. F 1,900,000

4. Excavate divide between Ward Pond and White’s Pond 680,000
Excavate 110,000 C. Ys. at $5 per C. Y.
Pave 12,600 C. Ys. at $lO per C. Y.

5. Excavate between White’s Pond and Lake Rohunta , 115,000
Excavate 15,500 C. Ys. at $5 per C. Y.
Pave 3,700 C. Ys. at $lO per C. Y.

6. Excavate divide between Basset Pond and Quabbin
Reservoir 300,000

Excavate 50,000 C. Ys. at 15 per C. Y.
Pave 5,000 C. Ys. at $lO per C. Y.

7. Raise dam at Partridgeville 12' 140,000
8. Construct 22 miles trunk sewer averaging 30" at 160per

L. F 6,960,000

Total $16,075,000

The total cost of the construction necessary for the de-
velopment of this additional supply and for the deliver}'- of
water to the southeastern Massachusetts area to meet the
needs to the year 1990 is estimated to be $112,342,000, which
is shown on the following table, No. 2:

Table No. 2. —• Estimate of Total Cost to Year 1990.

1. Construction cost
(a) Wachusett Aqueduct Terminal Chamber Forebay

to proposed reservoir and aqueducts in South-
east District $88,080,000

16,075,000(b) Millers River Watershed Diversion

$104,155,000Construction total
2,837,0002. Cost for land takings and damage;

$106,992,000
3. Engineering, administration, etc. 5 per cent

(0.05 x $106,992,000 = $5,350,000) 5,350,000

$112,342,000Total cost
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If this total cost is financed on the basis of 50-year bonds,
and if the average use by the southeastern Massachusetts
area over this period is 75 mgd, it is computed that the cost
of water to the distributing communities would be at the
rate of $173 per mg. The actual cost to the consumer in
this area would be somewhat higher, depending upon the dis-
tributing costs in the local communities.

It can be assumed that after the cost of development and
construction has been paid, that is, at the end of the 50-year
period, the cost of the water to the distributing communities
would be materially reduced and would approach the cost
then applying to members of the Metropolitan District,
which at the present time is $BO per mg. A summary of the
cost of water to consumers in communities of southeastern
Massachusetts for the year 1950, which was obtained from
the Massachusetts Department of Public Health, is as
follows:

Table No. 3. Rates to Consumer, 1950.
Plymouth County

Maximum ConsumpticmpMinimum C
Municipality.

$ per 100 c.f.

Abington . I SO 40
Bridgewater . I .37
Brockton . 17
Carver . . . -

Duxbury . -60
East Bridgewater . -60

Halifax
Hanover
Hanson .

Hingham

Hull
Kingston

Lakeville
Marion
Marshfield
Mattapoisett . ■
Middleborough 285

Norwell .

100 c.f. $ per r

SI6C12

334495

134

94

214802

201381
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Table No. 3. Rates to Consumer, 1950 Concluded.
Plymouth County Concluded.

Minimum Consumption. Maximum Consumption,

Municipality

S per 100 c.f. $ per mg. S per 100 c.f. $ per mg.

11 14749537Pembroke
Plymouth
Plympton

Rochester
Rockland

201 05 6715

34826 15 201Scituate .

W areham

West Bridgewater

Whitman

Bristol County

SO. 13 51745334SO. 25
.31

Acushnet
Attleboro
Berkley

06 80414

Dartmouth
Dighton .

09 120
15 201

374Easton (Partial)

Fairhaven

28

20134 455

11 14723 308Fall River

Freetown
Mansfield

01 13Bedford 115 154

North Attleborough

Norton . 481 2672036

40130

120334 09

Norfolk County.

$428

46835

i Onset district, SlO per year.
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The furnishing of all of the communities with their total
water supply by the Metropolitan District Commission will,
as described above, require the development of additional
sources of supply from the Millers River drainage area and
will require the construction of an extensive aqueduct sys-
tem. It is quite feasible to carry out this construction for
this purpose. The advisability of such a program is de-
pendent upon a number of factors such as, first, the necessity
for all communities within the area to join in this plan;
second, the availability of suitable supply at a lesser cost
within the area; third, the relative value of existing and
probable future sources of supply in this area for purposes
other than domestic water supply, such as recreation and
agriculture. The detailed evaluation of these factors are
beyond the scope of this report and involves the considera-
tion of results of other studies which are not yet available.
It can be said that the results under this Study No. I 1 indi-
cate that the supplying of the total water needs of the south-
eastern Massachusetts area is feasible from an engineering
standpoint, and the advisability of doing so is dependent
upon the economic comparison of the cost of developing
additional needed sources within the area with the cost of
extending the Metropolitan District Commission system to
the area, and the evaluation of the use of the bodies of
water in the area for other than water supply purposes.

Study No. 2.
Under this study we are considering the problem of fur-

nishing to the communities only that portion of their water
supply that they cannot supply with their own present
sources. The geographical and physical features, including
the population of the cities and towns, have been set forth
in the December, 1954, report, Senate Document No. 615.
Where possible the communities are combined into groups
that could be supplied on a regional basis. The following
table, No. 4, gives the municipalities in each of the various
groups, the water demand in 1952 and 1990, their present
vield and the demand that would have to be supplied by the
Metropolitan District. Grouped municipalities are shown on
attached drawings, Accessions Numbers 56568 through 56573.
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Table No. 4. Water Requirements.
Brockton Group.

Demand Demand to be
(mgd). Present Supplied by

„ r Metropolitan
Municipalities. Yield District

iqco IQcin
(.mgc ). Commission,1952' 1990' 1990 (mgd).

Brockton . . 3.84 5.18 j 5.5 .00

East Bridgewater ... .47 .86 - .66

Halifax ....
.03 .15 - .15

Hanson .... 11 .31 - .31
Pembroke .... .12 .53 - .53
Whitman .... 50 . 78 i - .66
Abington ]

\ . . 1 40 2.53 1.1 1.43
Rockland ]

Group total 6.47 10.34 6.6 3.74

Taunton Group.

6.706.96Taunton
Berkley

Dighton

Lakeville

264.28

12 11.00

19 40 12 28

2400 24

Middleborough
Raynham

48 89

19 0415

Group total 5.04 87 938.80

Fall Riv r Grc

4.1014.10 10.00
1.11 .70

Fall River 10

4170Somerset

73

5050Westport 0(

5.0116.44 11.43Group total 11

New Bedi C

10 ! 18 4 4517.36
.16 29 29Acushnet

24 2401Freet

1.47 1.4771Dartmouth
Rochester
Fairhaven

12 12

1.76 76.94

19.17 98 19.65 33Group total
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n

Table No. 4. Water Requirements Continued.
South Metropolitan Fringe Group, Norwell and Hanover,

Demand
(mgd) ' Preseui

ies. Yield
(mgd).1952. 1990.

2.39 3.69 2.80
.88 1.89 1.50

1.23 2.86 1.50
44 .84 .60

2.06 4.86 2.50

.56 1.46 1.00

7.56 15.60 9.90

Attleboro Group.

2.62 3.96 2.40

.29 .58 | 1.20
2.08 3.34 2.40

1.29 2.51 1.70

.28 .89 j .70

.00 .00 .00

.23 .57 1.50
.25 .48 .50
.36 .51 | 1.40

7 40 12.84 9.341

Demand to be
Prpqpiif Supplied by
Resent MetropolitanAin District

loon
(mgci;. Commission,1990 ' 1990. (mgd)

M UNICIPALITIES.

Hingham and Hull
Scituate

89

39

Braintree
Cohasset

1.36

24
Weymouth

Norwell ]

36

46
Hanover

Group total 5.70

1.56Attleboro
Easton .

Mansfield 94

81North Attleborough

Norton 19

00Rehoboth

00Seekonk

00West Bridgewater

Bridgewater . 00

3.50Iroup total

apalities may exceed the 1990 demand, th<i Although the yield for certain mun
not available for group total.

in Regional Group PossibilityMunicipalities not included

Carver
1Duxbury 58

1.4040

Marion

1.901.4871Marshfield
4616Mattapoisett

Plymouth 1.981 34

Plyrapton

Wareham 401.454

11.21124.23Group total
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Since this problem involves supplying only a portion of
the demand of the southeastern Massachusetts communities
the most feasible method of approach is supplying the
Metropolitan water to the existing reservoirs of the com-
munities.

An inspection of the gradients of the reservoirs of the
communities shows that it would be possible to supply water
by gravity in the quantities needed for this partial demand
from the District’s Weston Reservoir, which is at Eleva-
tion 200. Under this scheme no new reservoirs would be
constructed in the southeastern area as the communities
will continue to utilize their own reservoirs or standpipes
and distribute the water as they are at present doing, either
by pumping or gravity.

The construction necessary to furnish the water to the
southeastern area would consist of approximately 16 miles
of cut-and-cover aqueduct to Stoughton, a tunnel 6 miles
in length under Stoughton, 27 miles of cut-and-cover aque-
duct from Stoughton to North Watuppa Pond. Branch
aqueducts, which would be of cut-and-cover type of con-
struction, would consist of approximately 24 miles to Scitu-
ate, miles to Attleboro, 12% miles to Silver Lake,
easterly of Halifax, and 5% miles to the Lakeville ponds.
The sizes of the aqueducts necessary and an estimate of the
costs involved are shown in the following table, No. 5:

mate of Total Cost sTable No

I. Construction Costs

Weston Reservoir to Fall Rive
16.3 miles at $lOO p

$8,606,400

60" pipe, 9.65 miles at $BO per L. F. 4,076,160
Tunnel, 60" pipe, 6.0 miles at $215

perL. F 6,811,200
4" pipe, 9.4 miles at $7O per L. F. 3,474,240

42" pipe, 4.0 miles at $5O per F. . 1,056,000
36" pipe, 4.25 miles at $4O per L. F. 897,600

14,921,600
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Table No. 5. Estimate
2. Branch Line to Lily Pond

if Total Costs - Conclude 1

48" pipe, 11.4miles at $6O per L. F
42" pipe, 4.3 miles at $5O per L. F
36" pipe, 3.3 miles at $4O per L. F
30" pipe, 1.6 miles at $35 per L. F
24" pipe, 3.3 miles at $3O per L. F

$3,611,520
1,135,200

696,960
295,680
522,720

$6,262,080
3. Branch Line to Brockton Group:

24" pipe, 11.55 miles at $3O pe
L. F

18" pipe, 0.85 miles at $22 per L. I
$1,829,520

98,736
1,928,256

4. Branch Line to Attleboro Group:
36" pipe, 3 miles at $4O per L. F. ,
30" pipe, 23.4 miles at $35 per L. F,

$633,600

24,320

4,957,920

Branch Line to New Bedford-Taun Groin:

10" pipe, 4 miles at $35 per L. F, $739,200
221,76024" pipe, 1.4 miles at $3O per L. F.

960,960

,030,816

Land taking; costsII 1,850,130

40,886,946

111. Engineering, administration, etc., costs
2.0.Assume 5 per cent of cost

Total costs 42,931

It is estimated that construction could progress at sucl
rate that 50 per cent of the demand could be furnished ir
approximately 6 years from the date of starting, and the.ii

total demanc
An analysis of the problem of what effect the supj

of the partial water requirements of the southeaster
Massachusetts area would have upon the distributing sj
tern and the sources of supply of the Metropolitan District
is shown graphically on the attached plan, Accession 56574.

>rii
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From this it can be seen that this additional demand will
require the diversion of Millers River water to be made by
the year 1981, or 9 years earlier than if the demand was not
upon the system. It is also seen that this additional demand
will affect the distribution system in such a manner that it
will be necessary to complete the tunnel loop to Norumbega
Reservoir by the year 1972, or 3 years earlier than if the
demand was not on the system. This will also necessitate
the earlier construction of additional aqueducts paralleling
the present Metropolitan District Commission feeder aque-
ducts.

On the basis of the total costs shown in Table No. 5, but
not including any of the probable costs that could be at-
tributed to the earlier construction of needed facilities in the
Metropolitan District, it appears that the price per million
gallons to the communities supplied with this partial
demand would be approximately 1332. This price is based
upon the assumption that the financing would be over a
period of 50 years, and it includes the cost of $6O per million
gallons for water in the Weston Reservoir. The cost per
million gallons to the consumer would be somewhat higher
than this, depending upon the expense necessary for the
local communities to provide and operate the distributing
facilities. However, Braintree, Weymouth, Hingham, Hull
and Cohasset would be able to take water from the Metro-
politan District in accordance with chapter 92 of the General
Laws at $BO per million gallons, plus the entrance fee re-
quired under said chapter.

The supplying of the partial water requirements to the
communities in southeastern Massachusetts is feasible
from an engineering standpoint, but it would appear that
the cost to the consumer would be such that it would not
appear to be advisable. Since the present reservoirs in the
area would still be used for water supply sources there would
be no change from their present use.

Study No. 3.
Under this study we are considering the problem of fur-

nishing only some of the communities with their total water
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supply. The selection of the communities to be supplied
under this scheme has been made on the basis of including
only those communities which are within a reasonable dis-
tance from an existing point of distribution and which do
not have sufficient available local supplies to meet their
increasing demands.

Six towns in the South Metropolitan Fringe Group fall
into this category. They are Hingham, Hull, Scituate,
Braintree, Cohasset and Weymouth. These six south shore
towns, situated in Norfolk and Plymouth counties, have a
total land area of 82 square miles with a 1950 population of
80,000, or 975 persons per square mile; somewhat higher
than the average for tbe entire State of 594 persons per
square mile. With the exception of Scituate these towns are
within 15 miles of the State House and are eligible for mem-
bership in the Metropolitan Water District.

The water requirements of these towns is shown on the
following table, No. 6, which shows the 1952 demand, the
estimated 1990 demand, the present yield and the demand
that would be supplied by the Metropolitan District Com-
mission :

Table No. 6. South Metropolitan Fringe Group, including Some
Towns in Norfolk County.

Demand Demand to be
(mgci). | Present Supplied by

__ I I v-S
i i Metropolitan

Municipalities. I Yield District
0 , 0 „ j (mg '■ Commission1952. 1990. j (mgd) 1990

Hingham and Hull. . . 2.39 3.69 2.80 3.69

Scituate . . ■ -38 1.89 1.50 1.89

Braintree ...
1 23 2.86 1 50 2.86

Cohasset « -8* -60 84

Weymouth .... 2.06 4.86 2.50 186

Group total . . 7.00 14.14 8.90 14.14

This show that the present yield of their sources is un-
comfortably close to their present demand and will become
inadequate in the near tuture.
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The geographical location and the low average elevations
of these towns make it possible to supply them by gravity
through an aqueduct connecting with the existing Blue Hills
Reservoir pipe line in Quincy. A large portion of each of the
communities would be supplied directly by gravity without
local pumping. Isolated high points in the communities
would, of course, require local pumping. This aqueduct
would start at an existing connection on the Blue Hills pipe
line on Willard Street in Quincy and would consist of about
6.7 miles of 48" pipe to Weymouth, 3.3 miles of 36" pipe
from Weymouth to Hingham, and 4.4 miles of 24" pipe
from Hingham to Scituate. The entire pipe line would be
constructed as a cut-and-cover aqueduct. The location of
this proposed aqueduct is shown on the attached drawing,
Accession 56575. 1 It is estimated that it would require ap-
proximately 3 years to complete the construction of this dis-
tribution line and it would cost approximately $4,600,000.
The estimate of the cost is shown in the following table,
No. 7:

Table No. 7. Estimate of Cost.

A. Construction cost:
48" pipe, 6.65 miles, at $75 per L. F $2,633,000
36" pipe, 3.30 miles, at $45 per L. F 784,000
24" pipe, 4.35 miles, at $35 per L. F 804,000

14,221,000
B. Cost of land takings and damages 106,000

$4,327,000
C. Engineering, administration, etc. (assume 5 per cent of

of cost) 216,000

$4,543,000

An analysis of the effect that supplying water to these
communities would have upon the distribution system and
the sources of supply of the Metropolitan District is shown
graphically on the attached plan, Accession 56576. 1 This
indicates that it would be necessary to construct certain

1 On file with c
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additional facilities a few years earlier than would be other-
wise necessary, and would require the expansion of the Dis-
trict Sources about 5 years earlier than otherwise necessary.
However, since the total demand of these communities in
1990 amounts to only about per cent of the total 1990
District demand, it could be considered that the effect upon
the future construction requirements of the District would
be negligible.

The cost of necessary construction to furnish District
water to these 6 towns would be about 84,600,000, and
would be financed under the provisions of chapter 92 of the
General Laws. All of the towns, with the exception of
Scituate, are now eligible for membership in the Metro-
politan Water District, and the cost to the towns for this
water would be in accordance with the District’s charges,
which at present are $BO per million gallons. While Scituate
is more than 15 miles from the State House, which is estab-
lished in chapter 92 as the distance within which com-
munities must be situated to be eligible for membership in
the Water District, it would seem equitable under this
scheme to have special legislation enacted to allow Scituate
to join the Water District. From an engineering standpoint
the furnishing of water to these communities is quite feasi-
ble. Because of the proximity of these towns to the city of
Boston, and considering the probable increase in their
development and the inadequacy of their present local
water supply sources, it would appear quite advisable to ex-
tend the Metropolitan District Commission Water System
to furnish them water.

Study No. 4.
Under this study we are considering the problem of fur-

nishing only some of the communities with a portion of their
water supply. The selection of the communities to be sup-
plied under this scheme was made on the same basis as in
Study No. 3, and include the six towns in the South Metro-
politan Fringe Group, Hingham, Hull, Scituate, Brain-
tree, Cohasset and Weymouth. The Avater requirements of
these towns is shown in the following table, No. 8, which
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shows the 1952 demand, the estimated 1990 demand, the
present yield, and the demand that would be supplied by the
Metropolitan District Commission;

Table No. 8. South Metropolitan Fringe Group, Including Some
Towns in Norfolk County.

Demand Demand to be
(mgd). Ppf„ nl supplied by

Municipalities. Yield Metropolitan
(med) District

inco i non Commission1952' 1990' (mgd) 1990.

Hingham and Hull . 2.39 3.69 2.8 .89
Scituate . .88 1.89 1.5 .39
Braintree . . . 1.23 2.86 1.5 1.36
Cohasset .... .44 .84 .6 24
Weymouth . . . . 2.06 4.86 2.5 2.36

Group total . 700 14.14 8.9 5.24

Similar to Study No. 3, water will be supplied to these
towns by a pipe line connecting to the existing 48" pipe line
to Blue Hills Reservoir from a point in Quincy. This pro-
posed pipe line route varies in location from that for the
larger aqueduct in Study No. 3, as it is primarily selected to
feed existing reservoirs at their gradients. The location of
the proposed pipe line and charts, showing the periods of
construction and increases in demand upon the Water
District facilities, are shown on drawings Accessions 56577 1

and 56578, respectively.
This aqueduct would start at an existing connection on the

Blue Hills pipe line on Willard Street in Quincy and would
consist of about 6 miles of 24" pipe to Weymouth, 4 miles
of 20" pipe from Weymouth to Hingham and 5 miles of
16" pipe from Hingham to Cohasset, and about 1.5 miles
of 12" pipe line from Cohasset to Scituate. The entire pipe
line would be constructed as a cut-and-cover aqueduct. It
is estimated that it would require approximately 3 years to
complete the construction of this distribution line, and it
would cost approximately $2,600,000. The estimate of the
cost is shown in the following table, No. 9:

)n file with original
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Table No. 9 Estimate of Cost.
A. Construction Cost;

24" pipe, 6 miles, at $35 per L. F $1,110,000
20" pipe, 4 miles, at 128 per L. F 592,000
16" pipe, 5 miles, at 818 per L. F 476,000
12" pipe, 1.5 miles, at 110 per L. F 79,000

$2,257,000
B. Cost of land takings and damages 182,000

$2,439,000
C. Engineering, administration, etc. (assume 5 per cent of

cost) 122,000

$2,561,000

An analysis of the effect that supplying water to these
communities would have upon the distribution system and
the sources of supply of the Metropolitan District is shown
graphically on the attached plan, Accession 56578. 1 This in-
dicates that the effect upon the future construction require-
ments of the District would be negligible.

The cost of necessary construction to furnish the partial
supply to these 6 towns would be about $2,600,000, and
would be financed under the provisions of chapter 92 of the
General Laws. Special legislation would have to be enacted
to allow Scituate to join the Water District. From an en-
gineering standpoint the furnishing of water to these com-
munities is quite feasible. The quantity of water to be sup-
plied is small and the cost of the required construction
indicates that the unit cost would be high, so that it does
not seem advisable to extend the system for this purpose
of partial supply.

Conclusion.

The investigations and studies made into the problems
of furnishing all of the cities and towns in Plymouth and
Bristol counties with their total water supply, as outlined
in Study No. 1, indicates that it will be necessary to develop
additional sources of supply from the Millers River drainage
area, and that an extensive aqueduct system would have to

Ith original
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be constructed. There are no insurmountable engineering-
problems to carrying out such a program, and it can be con-
sidered as feasible. The advisability of constructing these
extensions to the Metropolitan Water System is dependent
upon results of studies being made by others and cannot
now be determined.

The studies made of the problem of supplying only a por-
tion of the water supply to all of the communities in this
area, as outlined in Study No. 2, indicate that an extensive
aqueduct system would be necessary and that the District
sources of supply could most likely furnish the demand but
would require expansion a few years earlier than otherwise.
While this extension of the system would be quite feasible,
the resultant cost to the consumer would be high, and it does
not appear to be advisable to furnish only a portion of the
supply to all of the communities in this area.

Studies made into the problem of supplying total water
supply to the South Metropolitan Fringe Group com-
munities, so called, as outlined in Study No. 3, namely,
Hingham, Hull, Scituate, Braintree, Cohasset and Wey-
mouth, appears to be both feasible and advisable, since
they are reasonably close to the present distribution mains
and all but one are eligible for membership in the Metro-
politan Water District, and their present local sources will
become inadequate in the near future. In order for the town
of Scituate to participate in such a program it would be
necessary to have special legislation enacted to permit it
to become a member of the Metropolitan Water District.
Proposed legislation for this purpose is attached hereto as
Appendix A.

The investigations and studies made into the problem of
supplying only a portion of the supply to the South Metro-
politan Fringe Group communities indicate it is feasible,
but it does not appear to be advisable since the cost of the
necessary construction to furnish this partial supply would
be such that it would not be equitable to either the com-
munities or the District.

There is attached hereto an Appendix B, a draft of pro-
posed legislation authorizing the Metropolitan District
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Commission to construct an aqueduct from a point in the
city of Quincy to a point on or near the boundary line of the
towns of Cohasset and Scituate, which would be necessary
if the projects as outlined in Study No. 3 are to be carried
out.

Respectfully submitted

CHARLES W. GREENOUGH
Commissioner
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An Act relative to admission of the town of scituate
to membership in the metropolitan water district.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same,
as follows:

1 Section 1. Notwithstanding the provision of any
2 law to the contrary, the metropolitan district commis-
-3 sion may, upon application of said town, admit the town
4 of Scituate to membership in the metropolitan water
5 district, and furnish water thereto under such terms and
6 conditions as are prescribed in chapter ninety-two of
7 the General Laws, as amended, for the admission to
8 membership in said metropolitan water district, and fur-
-9 nishing water thereto of towns any part of which is

10 within fifteen miles of the state house.

1 Section 2. This act shall take effect upon its passage.

PROPOSED LEGISLATION.

Appendix A
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An Act authorizing the metropolitan district com-
mission TO CONSTRUCT AN AQUEDUCT FROM A POINT IN
THE CITY OF QUINCY TO A POINT ON OR NEAR THE BOUND-
ARY LINE BETWEEN THE TOWNS OF COHASSET AND
SCITUATE.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same,
as follows:

1 Section 1. For the purpose of furnishing said towns
2 with an adequate water supply, the metropolitan district
3 commission, hereinafter called the commission, is hereby
4 authorized and directed, upon execution of agreements
5 admitting the towns of Braintree, Cohasset, Hingham,
6 Hull, Scituate and Weymouth to membership in the
7 metropolitan water district, in accordance with chap-
-8 ter ninety-two of the General Laws, as amended, to con-
-9 struct as a part of the metropolitan water system and for

10 the purpose of extending the works authorized by chap-
-11 ter three hundred and seventy-five of the acts of nine-
-12 teen hundred and twenty-six, chapter three hundred and
13 twenty-one of the acts of nineteen hundred and twenty-
-14 seven, chapter five hundred and fifteen of the acts of
15 nineteen hundred and forty-six and chapter six hundred
10 and sixty of the acts of nineteen hundred and fifty an
17 aqueduct connecting with its existing Blue Hills reser-
-18 voir pipeline at a point in the city of Quincy and running
19 to a point on or near the boundary line between the
20 towns of Cohasset and Scituate. The commission may
21 for the purposes aforesaid acquire, install and operate
22 such machinery, pumps and other appurtenances as may
23 from time to time be found necessary or desirable.

Appendix B

1 Section 2. In carrying out the provisions of section
2 one, said commission may expend, not exceeding, in the
3 aggregate, dollars.
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1 Section 3. To meet the expenditures necessary in
2 carrying out the provisions of this act, the state treasurer
3 shall, upon request of the governor and council, issue and
4 sell at public or private sale bonds of the commonwealth,
5 registered or with interest coupons attached, as he may
6 deem best, to an amount to be specified by the governor
7 and council from time to time, but not exceeding in the
8 aggregate the sum of dollars. All bonds
9 issued by the commonwealth as aforesaid shall be

10 designated on the face Metropolitan District Water
11 Loan, Act of 19 , and shall be on the serial payment
12 plan for such maximum term of years not exceeding fifty
13 years from the date of issue as the governor may recom-
-14 mend to the general court pursuant to section 3 of
15 Article LXII of the Amendments to the Constitution of
16 the commonwealth, the maturities thereof to be so ar-
-17 ranged that the amounts payable in the several years
18 other than the final year shall be as nearly equal as in
19 the opinion of the state treasurer it is practicable to
20 make them. Said bonds shall bear interest payable semi-
-21 annually at such rate as the state treasurer, with the ap-
-22 proval of the governor, shall fix. Said bonds shall be
23 payable not earlier than , nor later
24 than . All interest payments and
25 payments on account of principal on such obligations
26 shall be part of the debt and expense of the metropolitan
27 water district.

1 Section 4. This act shall take effect upon its pas-
-2 sage.


